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A de salambrar , a desalambrar,
esta tierra es de mosotros,
es la tierra de Pedro, Maria, de Juan y Jose

Take away the fences, take them away
this land is ours, it is the land of
Pedro, Maria, of Juan and Jose
(From an Uruguayan song)
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One of the major contradictions in the world of today
surely is the fact that most third World countries, although the
majority of their population is involved in agriculture, are not
in a position to feed themselves and have to import food on a large
scale. While agricu1tur~1 and food exports from the rich to the
poor countries have been rising. in response to increased productivi ty, exports from the poor to the rich countries have been
diminishing. While prices of products from the rich aountrieshave
been rising, those of products from the poor countries have dec.lined
or tend to decline. 1
While the rich countries prevent the poor as much as
possible from entering their own markets and succeed in this, the
poor (have to) accept the products of the rich. Why is this?
Clearly these imports respond to an emergency situation. Without
these imports there would be hunger. If the poor countries would
be able to produce enough food, such imports would not be necessary.
Yet they seem to be necessary. Are the poor countries really unable
to solve themselves the food problem? If they are, food imports
must have a. different reason. Undoubtedly~taking conditions as .they
are, such imports respond to an urgent need.
If there were no imports, more people would die, protest and po- .
litical instability would increase. Would food imports then perhaps
be necessary from the point of view of the interests of the rich
in their relation to the poor? Could food problems be solved if the
present .conditions would be changed? Which conditions would have
to be changed and how?
F.or the time being, there is the rich countries v agriculture, well
· equipped, productive and protected and there is the poor countries t
. agriculture, weak in productivity and unpr.otected. 2
Leaving all sophistications of development theory aside,
millions of people. die every year and. thousands 8lery hour because
of starvation and malnutrition. If they continue to survive, what
is the impact ·of their condition on their productivity and creativity? In what ways can they still live a human life? Too many
studies have. given us ample evidence of the all-pervasive disabling
effects on the human being from hunger and malnutrition. When
children are seriously affected in their earliest years, they
become disabled in their most elementary potential for a human life.
Is it possible for us to understand what hunger is ? Perhaps it is
impossible for us who live in affluence, at a safe distance from
those who starve and try to survive.
Will hunger be accepted as an inevitable. phenomenon which'
some time in the future may perhaps be solved when agricultural
growth has advanced substantially and the poor may have their share,
· the balance after the. higher income grQUPS have taken their part ?
Is it responsible to assume .that such sharing will take
· place ? Somehow ? Or is i t more realistic to admit that hunger as
an expression of impoverishment is an inevitable concomitant and
even a condition of prevailing and increasing inequality. in power
arid the control over resources, their appropriation and utilization?
If we would rely on the first proposition, we should have
confidence ·in the tendencies towards inequality, impoverishment and
(Based on a speech given at the closure of the Social Polioy Programme, Institute of Sooial Studies, The Hague, 1972).
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hunger,:v:isible in most_ dependent sooieties,sinoetheimbalanoes
generated and resulting in hunger would redress themselves somehow)
sometimes. Equilibrium would oome about.
.
If we rejeot this proposition as irresponsible, we might
have to drastioally review our understanding of the problems of
hunger and impoverishment as partioular expressions of underdevelopment and we might be obliged to reoonsider the way development will
or should oome about. Is it possible to plan effeotively for the
produotion and distribution of goods in suoh a way that ·hunger,
disease and impoverishment will be effeotively eliminated ?
These are· elementary questions whioh must be answered.
If we would not be able to answer them, what meaning does our work
have? What justifioation·oan we find in it ? How oan we answer them?
How'should we answer them? Our answer will depend on the way in
whioh we approaoh the problem. Where do our ideas oome from ? What
are the souroe and the inspiration of our question ? Are we in a
position at all to formulate the relevant or pertinent questions?
Are we enough close to experienoe the experienoeof
poverty and hunger, to be able to understand it and seek for true
answers to them or does our alienation from the poor and hungry
3
and from ourselves indeed present us from asking the right questions?
From what perspeotive do we look at the problem of hunger
and poverty and its relation to development? From our own standpoint inevitably. But 'we", you and me, are not defined by ourselves
but by our relation to the sooiety in whioh we live, what we ·do and
the oulture to whioh we belong.

3.

There have always been hunger and poverty. Perhaps for
some
of us they were in some way natural. They belonged to
our world as muoh as we belonged to it. Who of us was not taught or
was led to believe that poverty was somehow a given, even a good thing
sinoe it was taught that man would purify himself, by aooepting life
and also sinoe it gave 'the have~' a ohanoe to. be oharitable.
It is not so long ago that some or most of us in their family ,
from their parents, sohool, oommunity and religion learned that inequali ty .was given by God or by fate and that people should learn to
aooept their destiny and state while it was oonsidered sinful,
imprudent and 'inappropriate' to speak or even to think of protest,
not to speak of rebellion or revolution, in the faoe of impoverishment and starvation. In the same way, by and large, authority and
'the authorities' of whatever type, whether politioal, religious,
soientifio or intelleotual, went unquestioned as to their legitimaoy
in as far as they were the expression of a transoendentorder and
harmony. Of oourse there was plenty of protest and dissension but
somehow they oould be 'managed'· and people oreating 'problems'
would be inoorporated. Now authority, any authority, has beoome
the subjeot of pitioal sorutiny, either openly or in thought. And
if authorities beoome more authoritarian.it is not beoause there
is not a heightening of oritioal oonsoiousness but just as a response
to' it, to deal with it, to neutraliz:e i t and bring it under oontrol.

4.

But why and how is it that our ideas and theories are
changing? How do we arrive at the insight that they are valid ?
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How do we validate our theoretical propositions? Which criteria do
we apply? If we assume that poverty and hunger are problems which can
be solved, this question is of vital importance.
"The history of human knowledge tells us that the truth
of many theories is incomplete and that this incompleteness is remedied through the test of practice. Many theories are erroneous and
it is through the test of practice that their errors are corrected.
That is why practice is the crite~ion of truth and why "the standpoint of life", of practice, should be the first and fundamental,
in the theory of knowledge. The truth of any knowledge and theory
is determined not by subjective feelings, but by the objective results in soctal practice. Only sooial praotice oan be the oriterion
of truth". 4
Do we really aooept that (valid) theory has to be verified
and validated in praotioe ?
I suggest that the answer to this question is determined
by our position in sooiety. All people in sooiety belong to a certain
olass and this bel-ongingness shapes in turn their oulture. No consciousness is therefore not shaped by the hic and nuno of the particular class situation in whioh people are. So that when people
are oonfronted with problems whioh present themselves to them as
questions, it is not possible to conoeive a so-oalled "free" consciousness whioh would work by its own impulse, from its own interiority. 5
If we would aooept that development theory aimed at bringing
about development can only legitimize itself by practice, the
question arises: who are verifying theory on whose behalf? If in
praotioe_development theory would lead to the oontrary of what it
proposes, can it still be maintained as valid or should it be reje6~
ted? Who will determine this ? If it is nevertheless maintained,
there must be a reason for it, if we at least aooept that no theory
oan validate itself by itself.
May it be proposed that suoh a theory is maintained sinoe
it is formulated by those in a sooiety or on behalf of them who have
an interest in it beoause it justifies their position and therefore
helps to oonseorate preva~ling oonditions ? If development theory
is founded in valuations
and valuations are in turn shaped by
the interests of people as belonging to a particular class, it would
seem reasonable to submit that all and any development theory is
historically, situationally and relatio~aly determined. The anSwer
then to the question, which development theory is to be oonsidered
more valid: that whioh in theory proposes the elimination of poverty
and hunger but in practioe leads to the contrary~or that which
proposes the same but in practioe brings it about,cannot be given
in abstraots. The answer to these propositiOns depends in its
outoome on the respeotive position in society and the interests with
which people associate or beoome assooiated with.
The question thus beoomes: Who make development theory?
Where does it have its genesis? In whose interests? Also, any
theory assuming basic identity and harmony of interests between
the rioh and the poor, between those who oontrol power and those who
do not, will neoessarily be fundamentally different from a development theory, 'which does not assume suoh identity and harmony but on
the contrary sees the interests of different interest groups as
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possibly in opposition to each other and the. prevalence of enrichment and impoverishment, of acoumulation and marginalisation,as
mutually conditioning phenomena.

5.

What may be a good theory from the point of view of the
rich, may, be a bad one for the poor. What is to the advantage of
one group, may be damaging to another. What seems rational in the
understanding of the one will appear irrational in the eyes of the
other, depending on their interests •. The existence of opposite interpretations become.>more manifest and explicit in periods in which
deep alterations in the social order or the established structure
of relationships are announcing themselves and exercise pressure on
the existing mould of a societYJ than in periods of relative tranquility. Simply think of the position of classes during the French
Revolution in which certain things which appeared as very logical
and rational to the revolutionary class, were conceived as chaotic
and irrational by the previous
ruling classes and their sympathizers. At the same time what appeared an irrational view point of
the previous
feudal class in the period, had R,ppeared as rational
and consistent in the time of Thomas Aquinas.?
.
Or'think of the 'Rebels' who fled from England and estabiished New England. Their Declaration of Independence included
among the natural rights of man the right to revolt. The greatest of
American Democracy's Founding Fathers, Thomas Jefferson, may be
considered the first theoretician of the >'Permanent Revolutiorr •
"God forbid, said he, we should ~ver be 20 years without such a
rebellion. What country ever existed a century and a half without
rebellion? and what country can preserve its liberties if its
rulers are not warned from time to time that this people preserve
the spirit of resistence" .. 8
Surely, the rationality of this view must have seemed most irrati'onal
and outrageous to the British Crown at the time, and would also
cause the indignation and embarrassment of most authorities in
present day societies,' belonging to the 'establishment of nations' or
to the establishments in dependent poor society.
What was in fact the interpretation of the establishment
at the time of the American Revolution which defended the old order?
The Revolution had been stirred up by a few' crafty men who played
upon the ignorance and the passions of the mob; by a handful of
conspirators was the "draught to cheat and fascinate mankind". And
these oonspirators were "an infernal, dark-designing group of men •••
obscure petty-foggy attorneys, bankrupt shopkeepers, outla~ed smugglers, wretched bandi tti. •• the refuse and dregg of mankind~ ,,9 This
is what was said about George Washington and his friends and
combattants at the time of the American Revolution.
Such qualifications have with great regularity and consistency been
applied to all who in history have stood for a better and more human
soc~y. Such qualifications stand in profound contrast to interpretations of a process of transformation rooted in an identification with the people seeking a way out of their inhuman condition:
"Russia had a great many cultured and determined men who entirely
gave up the happiness of living with their families and not fearing
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bitter hardships ••• went to the villages of the countryside to
spread the principles of humanism and socialism. Sometimes they used
their leisure periods to talk with village people, and at other
times they bled and swet together with them. Sometimes they gathered
together the old and the young, the women and children, and talked.
with them before candlelight, discussing their hardships and advancing their knowledge.
When the police discovered them, 'they either fled or were imprisoned. But in the Russia of those days, where was the new heaven
and ear~h, wBere these young men were active? It was i~ the villages
of Russla"~ 1 Or let us take a more recent example, an lnterpretat ion of the peasant movement in Hunan in China in the nineteen
twenties. While the landlords and those associated with them,
qualified the actions and achievements of the movement 1:?-s "something
terrible', the observer who obliously identifies with the interests
of the peasantry calls what happens ,'finer. "It is obviously a
theory of the landlord class for preserving the old order of
feudalism and obstructing the establishment of a new order of
democracy. What the peasants are doing is absolutely r'ight. What
they are doing is fine."
The same peasant movement was considered by the more wellto-do as "going too far' • "Yes, peasant associations [a major achievement of the movement] are necessary, but they are going rather
too far", was the standpoint of these groups. But what is the
actual situation, asks the sympatp.izing observer. "True, the peasant s
are in a sense 'unruly' in the countryside. Supreme in authority,
the peasant associations allow the landlords no say and sweep away
their prestige. They find the local tyrants and evil gentry, they
demand contributions from them, and they smash their sedanchairs.
People swarm into the houses of local tyrants and evil gentry who
are against the peasant associations, slaughter their pigs and
consume their grain. They even loll for a, minute or two on the
ivory inland beds belonging to the young ladies in the households
of the local tyrant s and evil gentry.... At the slightest provocation
they make arrests, crown the arrested with paperhats, and parade
them through the villages, saying: You dirty landlords, now you
know who We are. Doing whatever they like, and turning everything
upside down, they have created a kind of terror in the countryside.
This is what some people call 'going too far', or exceeding the proper
limits is 'wrong" or 'really too much'>. Such talk may be plausible
but in fact it is wrong. First, the local tyrants, evil gentry and
lawless landlords have themselves driven the peasants to this.
For ages, they have used their power to tyrannize over the pesants
and t;roample them underfoot. This is why the peasants have reacted
so strongly. The most violent revolts and the most serious disorders
have invariably occurred in places where the local tyrants, evil
gentry and lawless landlords perpetrated the worst outrages. The
peasants are clearsighted. Who is bad and who is not, who is the
worst and who is not so vicious, who deserves severe punishment and
who deserves to be let off lightly? The peasants keep clear accounts, .
and very seldom has punishment exceeded the crime. Secondly, a revolution is not a dinner party, or writing an essay, or painting a

- 6 picture or doing embroidery; it cannot be so refined, so leisurely
and gentle, so temperate,-kind, 'courteous, restrained and magnanimous.,,11
These'views were surely not shared in Hunan by those derving benefits from and trying to maintain the existing 'order' •

. 6.

Thus we come to make the proposition that thinking always
depends on a social situation and that when the historical tide
turns and changes in social relations occur, divergencies in terms
of the interpret~tion, appreciation and theory with regard to the
structure of relationships and the evolution of society are bound
to occur.
In final instance, our valuations, determined and inspired
by interests, go back to the iss~B of what is good and what is bad.
We should then ask the question: "How can we' tell the good from the
bad?, by the motive, (the subjective intention) or by ~he effect
(social practice)?". What has prima-ey, motive or effect,ol' is this
a false dilemma and is it imperative to "insist on the unity of motive
and effect" Is there any theory which avoids the breach between the
subjective and the objective knowledge from practice 12
If a development theory with regard to the solution of the problems
of hunger and poverty claims unity of motive and effect, insight and
social practice, it cannot but start from the real interests of
the poor and hungry. Thereby it would only legitimate itself, as
development theory, in the service of the poor, the marginalized, the
disinherited, the exiled from their own society, the same who
by the dominant groups in their own society are called childrep,
peasants, people from the.interior, people who have no needs,1 j
the ungrateful, the. useless, people who are dead weight, the ones
likely to "disturb the order", the ones who have too many children
and who work too little, tb.e indolent and·, apathetic , the ones who
are resistant to change,14 that change which is expected from them
not in view of their own vital interests but in function of the
interests of those on whom they depend and who need. them in spite
of not wanting them. 15
Thus people qualify each bther through the perception
which they acquire from each other in relation to their position.

7.

Now we have to come back ~o the question of why hunger
and poverty,'
once taken by many. for natural and even desirable, is now being looked at with growing concern. Is it because we
have changed? Surely. But I would submit that we have changed because
of a change in the extent and intensity 6f poverty and hunger, that
is to say a change in the objective conditions. Whereas in earlier
days poverty and hunger seemed "manageable'- and the poor, hungry
could somehow be 'taken care of' and incorporated, now it seems that
a rising tension is mounting between the problems of misery and the
capacity by dominant groups to keep i t Under control. It 1?ecomes
the apparently vital nnncern of those in control in as far ati It
t'hrea.tens them. 'l'rue, this is not the :!:"irS'G tlme lina""t 'people- In hlStOL",y have experienced misery. But it is the first time that hundreds
of human beings have
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become aware that their misery is not an inevitable natural phenomenon. In ASia, in Africa, in Latin America, that conviction is
growing. And the people of these lands are determined to solve their
problem~6With the growing abundance and affluence resulting from
the use of advanced technology, resulting in increased productivity,
~wareness of poverty and hunger is growing. This can only be the
case in as far as. prevailing inequalities are being maintained or
increased. Do the increased use of technology or the chang~from
low to high organic composition of capital take place in order to
meet the basic needs of all people or does such a movement rather
take place because it responds to' the need to maximize surplus
value and profit ? We will have to examine the mov~ment of these
conditions, how they have come about. How can we otherwise understand
the relationship between production and consumption ? "The economists
explain to us the process of production under given conditions.
What they do not explain to us, however, is how these condi t'ions
themselves are being produced i.e. the historical movement that brings
. them into being." (Frederich Engels)

8.

The existence of either some necessary dichotomy between
development and equality or on the contrary, of some necessary link
between the two, cannot be postulated a priori. It has to be ascertained through an analysis of the relationship between the class
structure of a society and i.ts economic development at each historical juncture. 17
'
The primacy in development theory, placed either on growth
or on equality as conditions for development, reflects the basic
contradiction between the interpretation of rationality from the
point of view of the private, individual interest, as implying and
leading to the wellbeing and welfare of the whple community, and the
judgement of economic development ·from the criterion of its copcrete
service to the basic needs and interests of the population at large.
From a formal !Dint of view , it is di fficul t to maintain
that inequality is imperative for growth where such a thesis proposes
that more equality would imply a decline in saving, would weaken the
inoentive to produce and would therefore lead to a decrease in growth.
If that would be true, it shouid mean that the rich in the poor
countries would productively invest a substantial part of their
income and that where a country is less poor than another, there
would be a positive association between inequality, saving and investment; Such a contention is not 1?orne out by a concrete comparison18 and is also not supported by the performance in the economies
of the socialist countries which have on the \'Thole shown higher
growth rates than the free market coutries. 19

9.

Is the cost for equality too high and can the price for it.
not be paid by the poor dependent countries? Or are these countries
poor 'and dependent because of the maintenance of inequality in
relationships between people and regions .inside and inequality in
their relations with the rich industrialized countries? Is the insistence on production before distribution no more than a plausible
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I

10.

diche IIsed as a cloele for a BQ lic,y which its protagonists find
it difficult to avow openly? 2
Is a plan a good plan from the economic point of view if it aims definitely "at the wellbeing and advancement of the people as l3. wholA; at the opening out of opportu;'"
nity to all, and the gro~t);t of freedom and methods of cooperative
organization and action", 1 , or must we rather reject such a point'
of view as romantic and i.dealistic. But even then, if such ,a view
would prevail, would it mean that it would be turned into practice?
The very adoption of such a view and the insistence on it by the
political leadership may serve to facilitate the development of
an economic structure in the service of the ruling classes which
adhere in word and even in practice to ,such a socialist oriented
policy in as far as such a policy supports their own in~~Test. There
may then be a contradiction between theory and practice
but
it is only formal since in reality the very function of theory from
an objective point of view is to avotd its own realization. From the
point of view of practice, social reality, is there any more evidence
needed that the insistence of giving in practice primacy to growth
in the context of dependence and the maintenance of feudal, semifeudal and subsistence economies 23 has only led to the increase of
inequality and the rising disparity of living conditions between the
rich and affluent and the poor? It would rather seem that the increase of poverty and hunger is a necessary condition and outcome for
processes of monopolization. While the maintenance of prevailing
agrarian structures is rational from the point of view of the rural
bourgeoisie as well as to those from the urban bourg~oisie and petit
bourgeoisie who through banking, lending and trade 24 profit from
the freezing of the existing social structure, it is the urban
bourgeoisie which} in alliance with foreign investment., orients the,
industrialization process to supply consumer goods to a minor section
of the population, both in the urban and rural areas, which has higher
incomes, and which is induced to diversify its production in view'
of the limited market> and intensifies monopolization practices in
,
order to control that market and at the same time maximize profit. 25
In such a way private rationality has as a necessary outcome the
loss of social rationality if by this is understood the opportunity
of the majority of the population to find in their life and work
a response to their legitimate interests and basic needs.
If in this context :tp.od~.1'nizg,tion Q;f agriculture t~, place,
is not in order to respond':;o the requirements 01' social rationa-:h,uy but on the cont.rary to intensif;Y.:,J;he advantages of -privQ-:t_e
rationali ty,as is demoYit;?1il'ated ..:by _;:2'~ prOb.Leml?,~y!:gendered by the .
e:rrectsoI'- the green revolution in terms Ox ", increasing-fnoome dis_n,.,,!,.L 1ileS, lI1'Ll'-a:- ano. j,nt'P'Y'"['e,cional q,isparl i:;.'es, unemployment;;'l,nQ.
SOt:t"rFl-&Y-lcl- noli tioal instabilJ.1iY. 2Ubuch mo'derniza1ilori uo:lCes uher.l. p-rdoe as the necessary complement
of the maintenanoe of the traditional social structure, the break
up of whioh would not only be disadvantageous but also engender
inoreased pressure for equality. Buoh pressure is engendered nevertheless by the very impaot of the' modernization prooess which unintendedly sharpens the contradictions in the countryside in the
same way as the extension of oapital-intensive industry in the
i +.
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cities augments the contradictions between a labour force which
increasingly becomes a labour "aristocracy" (and by that fact is
forced to identify itself with the interests of those by whom they
are incorporated into the privileged part of the population) and
the working population with no or a low income. Are the poor societies poor because they are poor or are they poor because the processes of control, appropriation and utilization of existing resources
make'them poor and impede the rational utilization of their actual
and potential resources as well as the possibility for people to
be productive and creative ?
11.

If they would not have been rich in resources, would there
have been any reason to incorporate them into the economy of the
countries on which they are now dependent? It is proposed that their
poverty as well as the pove:ct;y: of a major part of their population,
aside from being a product of relations with the rich countries,
results from the improductive utilization of the actual surplus
produced as well as from the non-utilization of their potential
surplus, represented by the increasing underutilization of the
productive and creative capacities of a large section of the popuJation, their greater wealth. The question is: Do we accept the existence of such an actual social surplus product, composed of the export
of profits by foreign investment, the accumulation of wealth by
landlords, merchants, traders and usurer,s and through the unnecessary
expenditu es of army and armament and operations of the 'lumpenbciurgeoisie'. 27
,'
'

12.

The agricultural surplus product amounts in a number ,of
countries to 30 to 5afo of the agricultural product and the latter
often exceeds 5afo of the national product. 25
,
Within the agricultural surplus the amount of surplus, realized
through ground rent,~9 of which the increase historically has been
greatly influenced by the increased pressure by the population on
the soil as a consequence of the blockage of alternative forms of
production and which is heightened by the process of modernization
in agriCUlture and one of its concomitants, speculation,3 0 is often
a major share. As to the underutilized people's productive and
creative capacity which appears a consequence of the direction of
the modernization process in the dependent countries, can it be
mobilized? Can people whose subordination has been institutionalized
into the very mode of production Which shapes thei,,:, life be mobilized against their own interest?j1 Is it l'b6.::;'istic to think of
them as a potential resource i f what they produce will serve to
increase the surplus appropriated from them? The failur'e of all, those
programmes designed to achieve such a participation under the prevailing conditions of an inequitable social agrarian struc~ure,'
prove the futility of such a proposition.
On the other hand, can it be expected that such a mobilization will
lead to development if it is realized on the basis' of the interests
and in response to the basic needs of the peasantry and rural workers?
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There is evidence that such a mobilization (which resembles forced
labour as longasthe_tradi tioml.l.i:Lgr'i:Lrian s:truc:tureismaintained)
is only possible as the outcome of a.social revolution which will
release a_LL .tne .Li:L"ten"t potentlal 01· productive and creative capacities in people if· they will have the guar-Mtee and security of
a fair and equitable share in what they produce.

13.

Is it not rational for people to resist to 'participate'
in 'development' , l1- such development is realized at their expense
and is it not evident that growth under such conditions cannot be
expected':' 'l'nlSlS tnen not due to a lack in people 's capacities but
to the structure of monopolization of resources and opportunities
WhlCh deprlves them :I:"rom equitable participation in society, its
resources and fruits.
Thus, the suggested dilemma proposed between investment and comsumption whereby either one is realized at the expense of the othe~
lS a 1-raudulous and false dilemma, not bi:Lsed on scientific but on
ideological grounds, ·namely,; the interests of those wishing to preserve the existing order which is the basis of their rationallty.
We should therefore distinguish between investment and consumption)
not as exclusive alternatives but between the existence of the accumulation fund (that what is invested productively), the producers'
consumption fund and improductive consumption (that part of th~
social surplus which is invested and consumed.improductively)?
Thus the dilemma disappears and thanks to the utilization of this
latter, both productive investment and consumption can be increased,
not at the expense of development, but on the contrary as an absolute
prerequisi te •.Bean it be expected that people can and will
use their productive and creative capacity unless theiraementary
needs are first solved (food, health, .protection) and is it. not
reasonable that they will resist working unless this opens for them
real perspectives for a reasonable and good life? That under these
elementary needs and the perspective for a good life we should
not only understand the guarantee for sa~isfaction of physical .needs
but also the free participation in the making of own society and in
all spheres of productive activity, is illustrated by the problems
in those countries which have achieved the elimination of poverty
and hunger but where government denies to the working population
such elementary right and regulates the productive process through
a centralized bureaucracy. The relationship between the emergence 34
of a new class structure in these countries, marked by new forms of
inequali ty and the instrumentalization of the working population in
function of production objectives which do not respond primarily
to their own needs and interests and are decided without their
participation,has produced a form of so.c:ial rationality which is
only social in form but not in reality since i t takes away from
the people the right to decide about their own life and work and
divorces them from their product, thereby undermining their productivity and creativity and thus alienating people from the identification with themselves, both in production and the interpretation
of their needs. The recognition of the fact that participation
by people in management is crucial in the raising of productivity
may be prohibitive and its realization only introduced under the
greatest limitations, since doing either might threaten the existing
order, that is to say, the inequality of conditions. Or it may lead to
experiments which by themselves articulate the contradictions between

- 11 awareness of· the irrationality of private ownership rights and ·the
increasing understanding of the meaning of labour as the only ;md
ultimate source of wealth and accumulation. 35
15.

The mounting quest for new forms of social control in the
highly industrialized countries is further enhanced by the increasing
consciousness in the population of its subordination to the require-'
ments of the productive stru9tur~as well as by the effects of this
production on the living conditions of the people at large. 36 The
increasing stress on limiting further the opportunities for selfrealization, provoked by the very process of subordination, promotes
movements of protest which fundamentally express the quest and the
need for new forms of social organization' pointing to demands f.or
a fundamental democratization. of all institutions of society. The
need for such a democratization based on effective equality Of all
is in particuiar induced by the increasingunmanageability and
unviabili ty of society in which all groups in competition with each·
other demand more, thereby stimulated bJ those groups that have
more 'and that attempt
equalization. 3'(

16.

As to .the impoverished dependent societies, if the coming
of a social revolution is recognized, it is not because such a revolution in itself is advocated but because it will inevitably arise
from the growing contradictions in these societies in which through
the process of modernization under conditions of monopolization the
. majority of the population becomes marginalized. Is . there under such
conditions a way out without prior transformation of the structUre
which produces such marginalization?
The increase of poverty and hunger as well as the growing underutilization of labour find expression in the increasing insistence
o.n population planning which is more and more advocated as a strict
priority for the poor dependent countries. The question may be asked
whether the increasing insistence on such a policy by the rich is
not to be located in avoiding to relate the possibilities for people
to live to the fuli mobilization of all resource~ which is conditioned
by their own control over their environment. Is not the priority
proposed for population planning and then in particular for the poor,
arid the emergence of the 'ethical' principle that they should control
themselves; a necessary concomitant of an economic system which does
not give him a Qhance to live? Even the existence of man has become
a pure luxury)l:5.
But is not such a view the expression o~ a particular type of
consciousness, expressing the particular p~9ition of those sustaining
such a thesis, int.endedly or unintendedly?
If at least we ppstulate a relationship between consciousness and social position as
suggested before.

17.

In the face of the present contradictions between and within societies resulting from the increaSing contradictions between
the immense development of the productive forces and the maintenance
of exploitative productive relations, any belief in equilibrium
theory or a natural tendency towards balance appears absurd but
entirely rational within the context of an ideological poSffiion
seeking the support of the status quo.
While peaceful co-existence in the world of today has
become a condition of sheer survival, this does not mean that the

- 12 status quo can be maintained. "As we all know from history, no
status quo has ever lasted indefinitely, not even the most partial
and localized ones. Will it be broken by devastatin,n: mili tar.\' means· .
. or will there be adequate social outlets for the manifestation of the
rising pressures which are in evidence toda:u: even in the most remote
corners of our global social environment?" 4u
18.

The very fact that a people which stands for and seeks to
realize its elementary right for freedom and independence is being
submitted to unknown atrocity while at the same moment the president
of the richest country of the world, responsible for this atrocity;
appeals to the desire for peace expressed as his hope that never
more children will be sacrificed, testifies to the real nature of
equilibrium theory which needs the practical support of unthinkable
violence, in order to maintain the status quo, so as, to secure the
maintenance and promotion of private rationality. Is the:re any more
sign needed to cla+ify the human impoverishment and alienation
engendered by thernfense of freedom on behalf of the right of
private rationality, and the privatization of affluence?41
.
The increasing need of the rich. countries for strategic
materials42 for which they are dependent on the poor and their
efforts to maintain the status quo in their relations with the poor
which have awakened and demand increasingly the effective possibility for free, autonomous self-development and the mobilization
of their own resources for their own benefit, these two movements
create increasing pressures for a transformation of relationshi~s.
The search for the control of strategic materials and markets
does not only f~cus on actual resources and markets but also on
potential ones 4
so that the area and intensity of control have
to be increased and actual or potential dependence is intensified.
The provision of aid. has to playa crucial role in facilitating and
consolidating such control. Its real purpose and implications become
however every day more clear. 44
.
The recent UNCTAD Conference in Santiago as well as the
Stockholm conference have brought out the des integration of apparent
equilibrium and the increasing movement among the impoverished
countries for self-~~ense. Where there is oppression" there is the
need for resistance,
and the search for liberation.

19.

Only if the right of people and peoples on free and autonomous self-development is not only recognized but supported in
practice, can the. process of emancipation4 6 which is th,e source
and goal of all human development, be a peaceful one and contradictions which inevitably engender conflict can be overcome without
leading to violence.
.
.
This view may be utopian but then: The existence of a ,
ut,opia as. a utopia is the necessary condition for its eventually
ceasing to be a utopia. 47 .
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But then this utopia remains only human if it is shaped
from the standpoint of life, that is to say nurtured and sustailled
by social practice, in support of liberation from all forms of
domination and impoverishment of people by people.
Can social science be of service to this process of emancipation7 Such a question requires reformulation, Since social
science as such does not exist anyrnorethanphilosophy in itself
exis1& As intelligence, it can serve both ideologies and theories
of liberation and repression, it can serve'against as well as on
behalf ofSPeople. The harrow does not define the labour of the
peasant. 4
All of us participate in our society from our concrete
posffiion from where we develop our project of life and work, our
interests, consciousness, from where we develop our commitment and,
act. We are all ideologically and politically involved and neither
in our practice or theory can we be or hope to be neutral.49 '
"Neutrality" is also always commitment and choice.
Only in as far as we can free ourselves, by identifying
and associating with those who are in search of liberation, can we
work for development and implici~ for a social science a~Broach
which responds to the needs of people in our own society.
.
The practice and promotion Of' self-criticism and mutual,
criticism are fundamental both to the development of scientific
activity and the creation of a society, based on the practice of
equality and solidarity.
'
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13. The view that poor have no needs may be ll,nderstood as "theoretical"
justification for the practice of surplLls approprEtion. ·Such
a contention always prevails where the mode of production relies
on a low organic composition of capital. The higher rate of surplus
profit, historically related to the colonial economies with predominance of extractive activity in mining and agriculture, is reflected in the low wages, long working days} work by children and women,
absence of social legislation, forced labour and labour in kind and
other ways of ma~imizing profit. The same features predominated during the industrialization process in the now rich countries until
changes in the organic composition of capital took place and expanded output required incomes to go up so as'to ensure "effective
demand", leading to insistence on "basic rights" and "sovereigni ty"
of the consumer.
14. Such qualifications should all be considered as particular forms of
consciousness through which the structural relations of dominance/
dependence are internalized and reinforced and which in turn help
to promote the internalization of dependence relations. They all converge in legitimizing and consolidating a prevailing power structure.
They further serve to justify policies which tend to be exclusive.
Thus, developme~t of such a consciousness induces the perceivement of
"development" as identical to the interests of the dominant classes
who acquire control through monopolization of the instruments of
socialization, resources and political power, which become mutually
supportive.
Transformation of consciousness in the indicated direction naturally
leads to the adoption and support of the ruling elite theory and
social stratification analysis, both as substitutes for class analysis.

15. It might be argued that with the development of the monopolization
process and the advancement of capital-intensive production in the
agricultural and industrial sectors and the increasing under-utilization of people, a situation is developing whereby the functionality
of the maintenance of a reserve army, achieved by freezing the agrarian structure or, in other words, the maintenance of a limited
mobilization of resources by limited utilization of labour, loses
its rational and becomes a threat to political stability_ This is be-,
cause the possibilities for peasants to find work in the future
are disappearing and because of the increasing contradictions brought
about by the emergence of an industrial and rural labour aristocracy
with relatively privileged conditions versus the unchanging or deteriorating conditions of those without work.
This process, observable in an increasing number_of poor dependent
societies, is obviously a very une'ven one, depending on the specific
conditions and rates of modernization. Cf. the approach to this
problem by the Argentinian sociologist Jose Nun, Marginalidad y
Participaci6n Social (Symposium by the Institute for Labour Studies
of I.L.O., Mexico, 1969).
,
16. Quoted in Baran's The LongView, p. 142, from the study by
fellow Bar, Let's Join the Human Race (Chicago, 1950).

St~ing
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6, 2, 1968.
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20. D.R. Gadgil, (chief of the Planning Oomiriisf?i~n of ItJ.dia) quoted in Gunnar

Myrdal 's
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21. Jawaharlal Nehru, in his Discovery of India, quoted by Myrdal,

~.

22. Gunnar Myrdal, Asian Drama, Volume II, chapter 1.6, on Equality and
Democracy~ Extensive attention' is given by Myrdal to the insight by
India's planners in the contradiction between the declared socialist
objectives of development policy and the primacy give.:n_tn practive to
orthodox growth policy. This contradiction is expla~nedby the
prevailing (monopolistic ) power structure through which government
policy is shaped according to the interests and needs of the private
sector, composed of both the urban industrial and the rural bourgeoisie.

23. Ernest Laclau, "Imperialism in Latin America", in New Left Review, 67.
Laclau stresses the maintenance of the feudal ·mode of production in
the context of modernization because of its capacity to generate
comparatively higher rates of profit due to its particular exploitative
forms of appropriation. See also:
Giovanni Arrighi, The Relationship between the Colonial and the Class
Structure, a critique on Andre Gunder Frank's theory of the development of underdevelopment. As to the preservation of subsistence eco..;,
nomics, see Giovanni Arrighi and John Saul in "Socialism and Economic Development in Africa", in which they emphasize the relative
absence of stimuli to exploit the surplus productive capacity
existing in traditional economies, due to the slow growth of the
money economy, in turn caused by the high rate of mechanization and
automation as well as the discretionary consumption pattern of the
labour aristocracy relying on goods from abroad and the native
modern sectors.
See also Aart J.Mo van de Laar, "Aspects of Foreign Investment in
African Development",in Kroniek van Afrika 1971/73, who states:
"Within the African scene any change in development strategy in
favour of rural development relative to industrial and modern sector
interests takes on, of necessity, an anti-foreign enterprise bias
in view of present substantial foreign control over the modern sector.
Hence the distrust of foreign business interests of any serious move.ment towards rural development and the concomittant shift which this
would entail ••••• Obviously the larger the share of foreign firms
in a developing economy, the greater the constraints on the freed0m
of action of national governments."
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24. Charles Bettelheim, India Independent. See the chapter on fl0Ltrgeoisie and Capitalism. Bettelheim stresses the predominance of nonproductive capital over productive capital formation and the interpenetration and fusion of interests and operations in monopolistic
terms between the urban and rural bourgeoisie and petit bourgeoisie •.
25. Ranjit K. Sau, "Indian Eeonomic Growth, Constraints and Prospects"
in Economic and Political Weekly, Bombay, February 1972.
In India the industrial structure is basically geared to the top 10
percent of the population, the richest 10 percent of rural and the
richest 10 percent of the urban population. It is estimated that in
the big industries, making consumer goods, only 54% of the productive
capacity is used which is potentially available, and only 22% in
those industries producing means of production. This illustrates the
rate of profits.
Cf. for Africa, Giovanni Arrighi and John Saul, and for Latin America
Celsn Furtado, Obstacles to Development in Latin America (New York,
1970), as well as Tertonio dos Santos, La Nueva Dependencia (Lima,
1968).
.
The two last studies emphasize the accomodation of industrial development to the semi-feudal· structure with the concomittant reinforcement
of its monopolistic nature and the diversification of its production
pattern, to respond to the diversified wants of a limited part of
the population instead of the basic needs of the population at large.
26. See A.R. Desai, "Reliance on Rich Farmers for Development, its
implications", The Economic Weekly, September, 1965.
Erich H. Jacoby, "Effects of the Green Revolution in South and SouthEast Asia", Modern Asian Studies, January, 1972.
Michel Cepede, "The Green Revolution and Employment"
Zubeida Manzoor Ahmad, "The social and economic implications of the
Green Revolution in Asia".
Both these articles in· the International Labour Review·, January,
1972.
Jacoby concludes. his article by stating that the Green Revolution
as a means of social reform and improvep,. conditions has bepome a
niyth.
Michel Cepede, by streSSing that human labour is not and should
not become a commodity and that the food supply of mankind, the fertility of the soil, and the natural wealth of the environment are
far too valuable assets to be merely treated as .commodi ties which
can be marketed or kept off the market at will, brings out clearly
the inherent rational of private rationality against social rationality. The overriding fact is that the green revolution is the consequence of turning land, food and people into commodities, and
reproduces in a.new way the preceding structure of monopolization,
with far more serious consequences.
Zubeida Ahmad also stresses the regional disparities of the Green
Revolution and its polarization effects.
Fracine Frankel, India 9 s Green Revolution, Economic Gain and Political
Costs (Princeton, 1971).

Fracine Frankel who served as a consultant to USAID in I~dia writes:
"The rapid acceptance of Marxist Ideology with its emphasis on unjust
capitalist expropriation of resources provided for common use,reflects the emotional, if unarticulated, response to the harsh reality
of arbitrary exclusion increasingly imposing itself on the experience
of the most disadvantageous sections of the peasantry. Poverty and
unrewarded effort are beginning to be perceived ~s remediable by
man and rooted in different access to.resources which are necessary
for exploi ti~g the opportunities created by modern science. Ii
She stresses: "the tendencies towards social poiarization and ()lass
conflict which have emerged more quickly than anticipated", and recommends renewed priority for the social and political goals of
planning (pp. 200-202).
.
But once again, in which way can the strong who utilize the StCJ,te
as their instrument be prevented from favouring themselves? The.
qualification of such a development policy as "betting on the strong"
suggests that governments may have more options at their disposal,
that there might be a leeway for alternative policies.
Such a view seems more idealist than realistic when private capitalization in agriculture responds to the inherent dynamics of free
market economy,the maximization of profit. A recent study on the
causes arid nature of,current agrarian ~ensions by the research and
policy division of the Indian Ministry of Home Affairs suggests that
"the opportune moment for a radical reshaping of theagrarianstructure has passed", and that the piecemeal reforms which have been
accomplished have bolstered the political, social and economic
position of the rural upper strata on which the government depends
for crucial support. Not only the political influence of this group
has increased but also its interest in perpetuating the status quo
has been enhanced. Its stake in the existing order is, it is stated
in the study, of course, shared by the middle and upper strata of
the urban population whose members often own land.
Piecemeal reforms have diminished the prospects for radical reforms
in agriculture, "despite the deterioration in the conditions of the
poor majority of the rural population" (p. 31). Compare also Barrington Moore, Social Origins 'of Dictatorshipanq. Democracy, who, '
although stressing those characteristics which explain the relative
peacefulness of India, does not exclude the possibility that increased polarization will produce "its own antithesis" (p. 409).
27. Ernest Mandel, Marxist Economic Theory, The Economy of the Transi,tion Period (New York, 1970).
Paul A. Baran, The Political Economy of Growth, The Concept of'Economic Surplus (New York, 1951).
Cf. Karl Marx, Capital, Vol. II, where he writes:
The general' law is that all expenses of circulation which arise only
from a change of form, do not add any value to the commodities.
They are merely expenses required for the realization of value or
its co~version from one form into the other. The capital, invested
in those expenses, including the labour 'employed 'by it, belongs to
the dead expenses of capitalist production. They must be made out
of the surplus product.
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28. Ernest Mandel,

OPe

cit., p. 619.

29. Ranjit K. Sau,op. cit. Sau states that the rent extracted from
tenants is very high, usually as much as 50%, in some areas even
60 to 65%. He Writes further: And what is worse, the rent as a
proportion of the produce is higher particularly in those areas
where land is irrigated and is more fertile and/orwhere other developmental activities have been undertaken. Rents in China before,
the revolution were of the same order. U.N.reports on land reform.
give similar rents for countries as the Phillippines and Vietnam .
where rates of interest for loans have been very high. (Mandel, .2.E.:..'
cit., p. 474).
.
I'YiJi:'sian countries .only a small percentage of loans is extended by .
the government and usury prevails.
Although this ruins the peasants, it is a blessing and necessity at
the moment they seek it in order to make ther family survive.
Unfortunately, increased indebtness results.
30. The increase in ground rents in China, India, and other countries in
Asia, has been particularly influenced by the forced return"to
agriculture of people engaged in industry and handicrafts. This process continues to manifest itself eyerywherewhere modernization
enters from outside and ·local industry is either destroyed by the.
imposition of free trade, nowadays in more sophisticated forms, or
by the industries of the centres which undermine agricultural development in~tead of supporting it, particularly since monopolistic
exchange relations emerge which press for minimization of prices
of the products of the peasants while seeking maximum profit on
consumer goods. The Taiping Revolution in China in the middle of
the 19th centur.y, as well as many other peasant movements, had their
origin in the disintegrating and ruining effects on the local economy
by the process of modernization.
See Henry McAleavy, The Modern .History of China (London, 1967),
and The Great Road, the Life and Times of Chu Ten by Agnes Smedly
(New York, 1956).
On the exploitation of the peasantry through the emergence of a new
class of merchants, moneylenders and absentee landlords in India.
Romesh Dutt, "The Economic History of India" (quoted in The Political Economy of Growth by Baran, p. 147) and A.N. Bose, "The Basic
Problem of the Indian Metropolis, its Continuing Semi-Colonial Character", The Indian Journal of Regional Science, 1, 1971.
Speculation is a characteristic feature of agricultural modernization-;
it increases land values and draws capital which may lead to increased concentration of unutilized land which, in turn, facilitates
the establishment of monopolistic market conditions.
On the disintegrating and mobilizing effects of external forces on
rural society, see further Eric R. Wolf, Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century (New York, 1969).
.'
31 •. The established view of most economists that capitalization through
labour is of little significance is based on a correct assesment of
potential for capital creation under given circumstances or in the
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prevailing context. It tends, however, to overlook the concrete
possihilities for capital creation if the immense potential of underutilized and non-productive labour were released and conditions
established, the first being that an equitable part of the surplus
produced remains for the producers. Cf. the various evaluations of
community development in India (see Asian Drama) with the evaluation
of rural capital formation in China.
See: E.L. Wheelwright and Bruce MacFarlane, The CJinese Road to
Socialism, Economics of the Cultural Revolution. An agrarian revolution which eliminates the' social foundation for the exploi tat:i,cm
of the peasantry (land, rent, exploitative'1;rading, usury and other
implications of the predominance of merchant capital) creates
conditions for the effective transfer of the actual economic surplus to the rural population, such as happened as a result of the
Fanshen movement characterizing the agrarian revolution in China.
The opening~up of .concretepossibilities for the peasantry to benefit
from their new position expresses itself in the degree of willingness
to participate in their own organization, to decide about their own
production, to be able to obtain basic necessities for reasonable
.prices, not to be burdened by taxes; in short, to benefit from their
increased production and productivity. All these factors depend
primarily on the political power achieved by the peasantry during
the process of transformation and such other factors as the nature
of the government and the degree of urbanization and modernization
which exists. We see that in the communes in China the process has
evolved in such a way that there are no compulsory deliveries, delivery varies with resource endownment, taxes on produce are. fixed,
decreased if production for good reasons goes down but do not rise
when production increases. There is also a reasonable supply of basic
consumer goods and people actually participate in planning the work
. (Joan Robinson, Chinese Economic Policy, essays in the Modern China
series of the Anglo-Chinese Institute in London, October, 1971).
In Russia "the problem of agricultural income was only seriously taken
up in 1966 and measures were introduced' which amounted to a new
agrarian reform" (Jacoby, Man and Land, p. 230). Such differences
can only be understood in the context of the concrete historical
process of each SOCiety, its evolving class structure and corresponding development policy.
32. Mandel, The Economy of the Transition Period, Ope cit. It seems to
me that the non-productive consumption fn.nd not only includes nonproductive consumption but also non-productive investment. The insistence on the .exclusive alternative between growth or consumption
draws attention away from the actual resources. available both for
improved conditions ,of the population and for investment. Ranjit
K. Sau (op. cit.) has calculated that if the top urban and rural
rich in his country would limit their consumption by 50 percent it
would be possible to alleviate poverty in India, meaning presumably
the elimination of that poverty which keeps 50% of the urban and
40% of the rural population "below the poverty line" (the minimum
required in calories. and nutritional values).
The strategic role of productive consumption in development is per-
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haps best formulated by Mao Tse Tung when he deliniates both the
necessity and feasibility of the simultaneous development of heavy
industry and a light industry and agriculture, whereby the latter
two meet both the basic needs of the population, provide incentives
to it, as well as supply capital'for heavy industry. See: "The
Great Relationships" in Mao by Jerone ChIen (New-jersey, 1969).

-

,

,

33. Mandel states: "The poorer'the country and the lower the standard'
of living of their producers, the more the rate of economic growth
is a, 'function of the producer's consumption and anydeciine in the
producer's startdard of living entails a relative decline in'his '
productivity, apart from the resistance and understandable decline
in commitment it implies". (The Economy of the Transition Period,
op.cit.)
,

34. Leo Huberman anCi Paul M. Sweezy, "Lessons of Soviet Experience",
in 50 Years of Soviet Power (New York, 1967). Stalin's equation of
development with maximization of economic growth apparently implied
the emergence of centralist authoritarian rule and the primacy of
material incentives, resulting in the increasing stratification of
society as well as the depoliticizationof the population, at the
same time required by it.
'
The re-emerg.ence of class rule in the Soviet Union was directly
related to the rejection of the ~deal of equaiity by Stalin, who
called it a "reactionary petty bourgeois absurdity" (Paul M. Sweezy,
"Toward a Programme of Studies of the Transition to Socialism",
Monthly Review, February, 1972). '
The apparent convergence in social science theory between the Western,
countries and the Soviet Union (or the increasing acceptability in the
,Soviet Union of "Academic Sociology") expresses a common intrest
in the search for a theoretical base for the preservation of the .
existing order and the maintenance of equilibrium and stability (Alvin Gouldner, The Coming Crisis in Western Sociology).Consider,
however, also support by Russian social scientists for western cri,tical sociology (versus social science in support of social engineering) which, according to the .view expressed, is not able to s'olve ,
the contradiction between social science and the ethical imperative.
This critique hopefully reflects another convergence between social
scientists in the Soviet Union and the West (Nina NaUmova; Antinomi,as Morales de la Sociologia Occidental, Giencias Sociales,-Vol.
,1970, Academia de Ciencias de la U.R.S.S.

35. There is a close identity between findings in the highly industrialized countries on the strategic role of increased participation in
management by staff and workers in order to increase productivity;
and the Chinese reliance on the creativity and productivity of workers.
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relations in relation to the expansion of productive forces. How.
ever, in spite of the formal identity of interest iri the same
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orientation, the radioal differenoe lies herein, that if new forms
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the surplus, but to maximi~e profit.
Thus the introduction of humah relatiohs teohniques sery~s the purpose ofmoderni!2ling dependence. In China however, promotion of new
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of free associated producers who have oontrol over their own lives
and work and the produots they produce, so that their pr~duotion and
productivity will not tUrh against them.
. .
The development of dem6crati!2lation in productive relationships is
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based on concrete needs and possibilities of the working communities
whioh oonsti tute society, and the effective participaticmby these.
oommunities in the planning of sooiety through effective regional
and provincial deoentralization.
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cialization.
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demands that produotion is planned with a minimization ofriBk which,
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At the same time, attempts to secure the market increa.se the need
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ever greater if he wants to overpower hostile beings. The power
of his money deolines in inverse proportion to the increase in volume
of product'ion: that is, his need grows as the power of the money
increases.
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